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ABOUT GREY GHOST GEAR

At Grey Ghost Gear™ our goal is to provide the professional soldier, law enforcement officer, 
competition shooter and diligent civilian with the best combat proven gear in the world.  
Our gear designs are continuously battle tested, have been utilized down range for over 
15 years and are the direct result of the successes and failures experienced by soldiers.

Collectively, we have learned a great deal from the research and development conducted during 
real world combat operations. We have worked hard to implement these lessons learned in our 
designs. Our gear is lighter, form-fitting and offers the user more protection and utility than 
other comparable manufacturers. The ability to move faster and fight harder is paramount to 

success on the battlefield, on patrol, or anywhere you need to be to achieve your objective.

THE BEST GEAR IN THE WORLD
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ARMOR Getting shot really, really sucks.
These can help.
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GGAP-30 LEVEL III

GGAP-32 LEVEL III+

• Model GGAP-42 Level IV Stand Alone
• 6.37 lbs
• Multi Shot Rated 
• Hybrid Silicon Carbide Composition
• 10 X 12 Multi-Curve Design
• 500 Denier Cordura® Nylon Finish
• Rated for 7.62x63mm M2AP @ 2900 FPS as well as 
   5.56x45mm M855/SS109 @ 3150 FPS

GGAP-42 LEVEL IV STAND ALONE

• Model GGAP-30 Level III Stand Alone
• 3.9 lbs
• Multi Shot Rated 
• Hybrid Honeywell Gold Flex Composition
• 10 X 12 Multi-Curve Design
• 500 Denier Cordura® Nylon Finish
• Rated for 7.62x51mm M80 @ 2800 FPS  
   as well as 5.56x45mm M193 @ 3150 FPS
• Positively Bouyant

• Model GGAP-32 Level III+ Stand Alone
• 4.8 lbs
• Multi Shot Rated 
• Hybrid Silicon Carbide Composition
• 10 X 12 Multi-Curve Design
• 500 Denier Cordura® Nylon Finish
• Rated for 7.62x51mm M80 @ 2800 FPS,
   7.62x39mm Russian Surrogate @ 2390 FPS,
    5.56x45mm M193 @ 3150 FPS and
    5.56x45mm M855 @ 3025 FPS
• Positively Bouyant



MINIMALIST PLATE CARRIER

Protect your vitals without slowing down
For when you need to go ‘Low-Pro’ instead of GI Joe.

The Grey Ghost Minimalist Plate Carrier™ is designed based on the mentality of “lighter is  
better,”with a minimum of frills, but a ton of function. Designed to carry 10x12 hard plates or  
large ESAPI plates, there are six rows of MOLLE/PALS style webbing with built in matching loop 
material on the top three rows for the option of attaching patches or ID panels. The front of the  
carrier also features a discrete stash pocket that makes perfect storage for a variety of small items 
that might be needed in a hurry, such as maps, medevac cards or even a knife. 

Made for one size to fit most body types, the shoulder straps are adjustable and integrated elastic side straps that 
keep a snug fit while allowing for unexpected dynamic motion. The carriers are constructed from Mil-Spec materials 
that stand up to hard use, the inside is lined with Air Mesh for comfort and breathability while the plate pockets are 
lined with LiteLok pack cloth for abrasion resistance. Soft armor and plates not included.

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 16 in.

WIDTH:  11 in.

WEIGHT: 1.13 lbs
(without plates)

WEIGHT: 10.7 lbs  
(with two GGAP-32 plates)
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PLATE CARRIERS

Now available with ROC Buckles
ROC buckles are a new military quick release system 

that can be rapidly unlatched in case of emergency.
Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 OD Green 1 MultiCam® 5 Ranger Green 6
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CHEST RIGS

The Assault Chest Rig is a light weight solution to an age old problem  
– Carrying bullets. 

Our Assault Chest Rig is a base modular platform for all your modular 
pouches and is customizable based on your mission. The Modular 
Assault Chest Rig opens in the back and is put on over your head.  
It features modular webbing along the entire length of the vest body, 
an internal map pocket, adjustable straps secured with Fastex buckles 
and a loop panel on the back for name tape or badge.

ASSAULT CHEST RIG

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 12 - 18 in

WIDTH:  14 in.

WEIGHT: 9 oz

Don’t call it a corset
The Assault Chest Rig is a perfect host  

for pouches and holsters.
 

For the Warfighter on the go. 

Coyote Brown 14 MultiCam® 5



ACCOMODATOR RIFLE POUCH

AMMO POUCHES

The Accomodator was built to solve issues that our sports and military shooters 
were having: the need for a pouch that will take damn near every box type rifle 
mag. Our R&D team solved this problem allowing you to put AK47/74, 7.62/.308, 
and all 5.56mm mags in this pouch by easily adjusting the pulls at the bottom. 

These rifle panels are made with 500D cordura and attached by 2 Fight Light 
Malice® Clips. The shock cord tensioning system is maintained by an ITW cord 
lock. There is shock cord retention with a pull tab on the top of the pouch for 
when more retention is needed, like when being shot from a cannon. Simply add 
the mag that you wish to carry on this particular day and either shorten or 
lengthen the shock cord from the bottom of the pouch and you are REDCON ONE.
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If it holds bullets and goes into a gun...
then we probably make a pouch for it.

ACCOMODATOR PISTOL POUCH

We liked the Accomodator Rifle Mag Panel so well, we developed a pistol mag 
pouch with the same concept. The Accomodator Pistol Mag Pouch will take almost 

every type of pistol mag and SMG stick mag that has ever been made by simply 
adjusting the pull chord at the bottom to fine tune the retention. Tested by the 

snobbiest shooters, these pouches passed to some of their disappointment. Made 
with 500D cordura and attached by 1 short Fight Light Malice® Clip, there’s no 

need to collect mag pouches for your whole sidearm collection.  
 

Hell, it’ll even work with damn near every candy bar on the shelf too!

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6 MultiCam® 5

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 4 in.

LENGTH: 2.25 in.

WIDTH:  1.25 in.

WEIGHT: 2.2 oz

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 4.5 in.

WIDTH:  3.25 in.

DEPTH: 1.5 in.

WEIGHT: 2.5 oz

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6MultiCam® 5
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AMMO POUCHES Three is two. Two is one. One is none.
Having an extra mag is ALWAYS a good idea.

14

MultiCam® 5

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 6.5 in.

WIDTH:  9.5 in.

DEPTH: 1 in.

WEIGHT: 5.3 oz

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14

TRIPLE 5.56 MAG PANEL

For when you need more firepower, choose no alternative. 
3 mag shingle, for the well equipped gentleman. 

Our Triple 5.56 Mag Pouch will hold three 30 round M16 style 5.56 magazines. The 
open top design includes a bungee retention strap to allow for silent removal of your 
magazine. The pouch also features modular webbing on the front and back, allowing 
the user to stack other modular pouches on top of it. Made of 500D Cordura® Nylon 
and attached to any MOLLE/PALS Style webbing with the included MALICE® Clips. 

Ranger Green 6



DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 7 in. 

WIDTH:  9 in.

DEPTH: 4 in.

WEIGHT: 3.5 oz

UTILITY POUCHES Magnets, how do they even work? 
All we know is they are great for keeping your pry bar handy,

or keeping your slung shotgun right where you want it.

GHP LOWER ACCESORY POUCH

The GHP adds additional storage to your plate carrier 
or armor vest without taking up valuable modular real 
estate. As the name implies, it hangs at the navel area 
via a dual sided hook and loop panel that inserts into 
the armor pocket between the flap and the carrier. The 
panel is reversible to ensure compatibility with different 
manufacturers designs. Think of it as a tactical fanny 
pack that adds a decent amount of storage right above 
your junk. Great for quick access to a bottle of Motrin 
and a pair of dry socks. Made of 500D Cordura® Nylon 
and attaches to hook and loop panel.

15 16

Specially requested by law enforcement, the Magnetic Weapons 
Catch is designed to add quick retention of metallic gear without 

the need for straps, buttons, or even eye contact. Slinging a 
weapon over your shoulder while wearing a plate carrier or battle 
belt? The rare earth magnet encased in the catch will attract the 
ferrous parts (steel) ensuring it remains in the correct position 
and is ready for rapid deployment. The same goes for pry bars, 
batons, multitools, and even most pistol magazines. Remember 

to remove before crawling through an HVAC duct. Made of 500D 
Cordura® Nylon and attaches to any MOLLE/PALS style webbing 

with the included MALICE® CLIPS.

MAGNETIC WEAPONS CATCH

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 5.25 in. 

WIDTH:  3 in.

WEIGHT: 6.3 oz

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6 MultiCam® 5



UTILITY POUCHES
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6” x 8” UTILITY POUCH

What you put in the pouch is between you and your God
We’re not the Pouch Police, dude.

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6

Our 7.5x10 Utility Pouch is designed for 
several different applications and has the 

ability to carry extra chow, a gas mask 
or mission essential items. The pouch 

consists of a large compartment with a 
mesh slot pocket and elastic retainers. 
There is also a large Loop panel on the 

face for Morale Patches or IFF items. Made 
of 500D Cordura® Nylon and attaches to 
any MOLLE/PALS style webbing with the 

included MALICE® CLIPS.

7.5” x 10” UTILITY POUCH

This 6x8 Utility Pouch is designed to hold 
medical supplies, a 1 quart GI canteen, 
Nalgene bottle, or other miscellaneous 
items. It features dual zipper pulls 
and modular webbing on the front for 
attachment of modular pouches. Made of 
500D Cordura® Nylon and attaches to 
any MOLLE/PALS Style webbing with the 
included MALICE® Clips.

MultiCam® 5

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 7.5 in.

WIDTH:  10 in.

DEPTH: 3 in.

VOLUME: 225 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 6.2 oz

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 6 in.

WIDTH:  8 in.

DEPTH: 3

VOLUME: 144 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 4 oz

MultiCam® 5 Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6



DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 10”

LENGTH: 7”

WIDTH : 5”

VOLUME: 350 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 1 oz

STUFFED: 2.5” X 5” X 1.5”

UTILITY POUCHES Raise your hand if you’ve ever
lost you’re favorite torch...

Yeah, us too. That’s why we have a pouch for that.

STUFFABLE DUMP POUCH

The dump pouch is the quintessential junk drawer for the gunfighter,..  
but it’s capable of so much more. For starters, we made it even more 
convenient by reducing the footprint of the dump pouch when not in 
use. Just run the T-bar through your MOLLE webbing, and this lil guy 
sits happily between or underneath other pouches without getting  
in the way. 

When deployed, the super lightweight but durable pouch holds anything 
and everything. The mouth of the bag contains a cinch strap so the 
bag can be closed quickly and securely. Remember, cleanliness is close 
to Godliness. Be a courteous lead farmer and pick up after yourself 
once the dust settles. 
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Our Flashlight pouch is designed to 
securely hold most small handheld lights 

found on the market, to include the 
Surefire® 6P, G2 and E Series, as well 

as tactical lights from Streamlight and 
Insight. It is constructed from 500D 

Cordura® Nylon with a lightweight FR 
lining for extra durability and attaches to 

any MOLLE/PALS style webbing with the 
included MALICE® Clips.

FLASHLIGHT POUCH

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 6 in. 

WIDTH:  2 in.

DEPTH: 1 in.

WEIGHT: 1.5 oz

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 MultiCam® 5Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6
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SLIM MEDICAL POUCH

This pouch is a game changer, no doubts about it. We’ve thought of everything 
that our medical professionals need to keep people alive, and have devised one of 
– if not THE best – medically minded pouches on the market. As it’s name states, 
it has a slim profile and is specifically designed to carry your most important 
trauma supplies and take up only two modular webbing channels on your vest 
or other MOLLE compatible platform. Dual zippers running the full length of the 
pouch, combined with a large pull tab, allow quick access to the contents inside 
the pouch. On the inside is plenty of room for essential trauma items as well as a 
flat pocket and elastic bands to secure various items. A bungee retainer system 
on the front of the pouch can secure a tourniquet and two rows of modular 
webbing on either side can hold a pair of trauma shears. Supplies not included.

DESIGNED TO CARRY:

This pouch was designed to carry the following items:

• H&H compressed Gauze x2  • Quickclot Combat Gauze
• 6” Israeli Compression Bandage • 28 FR NPA
• Decompression Needle  •1 pair of Nitrile Gloves
• HALO Chest Seal x2   • CAT Tourniquet x2
• Trauma Sheers

Putting holes in bad guys is fun,
but not having the tools to patch up holes 

yourself can be a pain in the ass

MEDICAL POUCHES

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14

Organizing a few medical supplies can be a burden, that’s 
why we made this small pouch with a small footprint.  

To keep your crap in order.

 Our Small Medic Pouch is designed to hold all your 
essential trauma gear in a compact package. Dual full 

length zippers run the full length of the pouch and a 
large pull tab allows for quick and easy access. Inside the 
pouch are two large mesh pockets with elastic straps for 
retention and on the outside is a small pocket for trauma 

shears. The pouch is constructed of 500D Cordura® Nylon 
and will attach to any MOLLE/PALS style webbing using 

two long MALICE® Clips (included). Supplies not included.

SMALL MEDICAL POUCH

MultiCam® 5Black 2 Coyote Brown 14

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 5 in.

WIDTH:  4 in.

DEPTH: 2.5 in.

VOLUME: 50 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 5.5 oz

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 8.5 in.

WIDTH:  6.5 in.

DEPTH: 3 in.

VOLUME: 165 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 4.5

Ranger Green 6 MultiCam® 5



RRS TRANSPORT BAG

A crisis will never happen at a convenient time. 
That’s why you need your kit ready to deploy at a moment’s notice.

We took the ‘Go-Bag’ concept and transformed it into a slimmer profile upon request of Law Enforcement and First 
Responders. The RRS Transport Bag is the ideal size for storing in a vehicle, either behind or under the seats. Should you 
need to rapidly reacting to a critical situation, the RRS Transport Bag can be easily grabbed and brought into the fight. The 
main compartment has ample room for a handgun or even a folded PDW/SBR, along with additional magazines, medical 
supplies, food/water, and other essentials. One wall has two zippered mesh pockets for organization, while the opposite 
side has a loop panel for attaching a hook-backed holster or pouch, as well as six elastic loops that are perfect for pistol 
magazines, flashlights, and other similarly shaped items. On the exterior, both ends feature generously sized pouches with 
hook and loop AND buckle closures that keep the contents secure... even when you’re at full speed. What happens when your 
rifle starts to get hungry? We’ve got you covered with five rifle mag-sized elastic loops that line the flap pocket, that also 
work great for keeping a couple tourniquets at the ready. Constructed from 500D Cordura® Nylon, the RRS Transport Bag 
also has an adjustable/removable shoulder strap as well as dual carry handles so you can bug in or bug out of any scenario.
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BAGS

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1210 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 25 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 11 in.

WIDTH:  22 in.

DEPTH: 5 in.

FRONT POCKET

17 in. x 6 in. x 2 in.

SIDE POCKETS

6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in. 

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6 Wolf Grey 28
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When a gear company full of shooters takes on a range bag, it better be good. The latest version of the Grey Ghost Gear™ 
Range Bag boasts a slew of features that doesn’t disappoint. The bag measures 8 inches tall, 16 inches wide, and 7 inches 
deep. The removeable strap is generous, padded and contoured to stay on the users shoulder when their hands are full.
 
On either end there are zippered pockets sized to contain folded electronic ear pro, range finders, staple guns, or your 
lunch. On the front side of the bag there is a flap pocket to accept a gun rug, targets and the like. Two exterior zippered 
pockets are ideal for score cards, batteries, or range snacks.

The interior of the main compartment is lined with hook and loop material, so you can configure the customizable divider 
and the removable mesh dump pouch for you brass hounds out there. The lid has mesh storage on the underside for even 
more organization of shooting supplies. The bottom of the bag has non-kid feet and webbing to reinforce the bag.

RANGE BAG

On the reverse side of the bag is  
a zippered pouch that will allow  
the front to fold out to a handy 
workstation. Two zippered diagonal 
pockets are perfect for allen keys 
and other small tools, while the  
interior wall is outfitted with elastic 
loop for magazine and or tool storage. 
The fold down flap is covered with vinyl 
to protect against lube and CLP. The real 
hero is the rare earth magnet sewn  
into the middle of the work area that  
will draw small metal pieces to it and 
keep them from walking off.

There’s a special place in every shooter’s heart for their range bag. 
Whether your weapon of choice is a shotgun, pistol, carbine, long gun, or all of the above, 

a solid range bag makes the perfect day at the range even better. 

BAGS

Black Grey

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 896 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 33 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 8 in.

WIDTH:  16 in.

DEPTH: 7 in.

FRONT POCKET

15 in. x 9 in. x 1.5 in.

SIDE POCKETS

15 in. x 5.5 in. x 3 in. 

Coyote Brown 14



Sometimes, a rifleman needs a good  
SQUEEZE bag every now and then..

RIFLEMAN’S SOUEEZE BAG

The GGG shooters squeeze bag is perfect for the small changes in elevation and windage  
needed to hit the target from the prone or seated position. 

We made them in three sizes to accommodate multiple rifles and shooters: Small, Medium,  
and Large. The unique hourglass shape allows the shooter more surface area where you need it  
and is slimmer where you don’t. There is a hand strap along the side and one end is closed with hook  
and loop so that the user can customize the amount of fill in the bag.  
 
The fill for the bags are sold separately. However, the user can use any fill medium that they choose. 
Think sand or rice, Which are also the key ingredients for Afghani Risotto.

28

SMALL

MAX HEIGHT:  3.5 in.

MAX WIDTH:  5.5 in.

MAX DEPTH:  4 in.

MAX VOLUME:  77 in3

EMPTY WEIGHT: 1.5 oz

WEIGHT + FILL: 17.5 oz 

BAGS

Coyote Brown 14 MultiCam® 5
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MEDIUM

MAX HEIGHT:  4 in.

MAX WIDTH:  6.5 in.

MAX DEPTH:  4.5 in.

MAX VOLUME:  117 in3

EMPTY WEIGHT: 1.7 oz

WEIGHT + FILL: 33.7 oz

LARGE

MAX HEIGHT:  5 in.

MAX WIDTH:  7.5 in.

MAX DEPTH:  5.5 in.

MAX VOLUME:  206 in3

EMPTY WEIGHT: 2 oz

WEIGHT + FILL: 66 oz

16 oz. FILL BAG
Small Squeeze Bag = 1 Bag of Fill
Medium Squeeze Bag = 2 Bags of Fill 
Large Squeeze Bag = 4 Bags of Fill 



A rifle case shouldn’t draw attention to itself. Leave the head-turnin to the freedom delivery system 
you carry inside of it! The Grey Ghost Gear rifle case is clean looking on the exterior, with an 8” x 3” 
loop field to attach patches. On the inside, it boosts the capability for endless configurations.

There are 2 attachment points on either end of the bag for attaching the carrying strap that is  
included. The front of the bag features a 8X3 inch loop field to attach patches. The inside if the lid  
has two zippered mesh pockets to store loose items, cleaning kit, mags, ECT. Inside of the body of  
the bag is covered in loop. this allows the three provided attachment panels to be used in an infinite 
number of placements to hold any 38 inch or shorter rifle in place or to store a longer rifle in  
2 pieces. There are two additional flat tie downs to secure a smaller item in the bag, such as a  
hand gun or spotting scope.
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RIFLE CASE

Carry your primary in style
Let your rifle turn heads, not the bag you carry it in.

BAGS

Black 2 Wolf Grey 28 Coyote Brown 14

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1672 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 66 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 11 in. 

WIDTH:  38 in.

DEPTH: 4 in.

INSIDE POCKETS

HEIGHT: 7.5 in. 

WIDTH:  15 in.

DEPTH: 1 in.



Wandering... it’s what we do.
We take ourselves all over the globe in search of riches,  

excitement or even the next double whiskey on the rocks.  
 

Just come prepared for anything.

The Wanderer is made of Waxed canvas and has waterproof zippers as an upgrade, so carry your 
precious items in wet conditions without a worry! The carrying strap is made from seat belt 
webbing and is fully adjustable to fit both petite and brawny users alike. On either end of the bag 
are two style of pockets suitable for a water bottle, umbrella, med blowout kit or two AR mags.

The front of the main body features two vertical zippers that when pulled down opens a gate  
that allows the user to get to smaller items. The reverse side of the gate has two zippered 
pockets to organize small loose items. On the back wall of this compartment are 4 varying sized 
pockets, made of stretch mesh, for securing larger items the size of back up batteries and rifle 
mags. The main interior compartment is designed to carry your laptop along with other travel 
items, noise cancelling headphones, a rolled up jacket, and even a PDW rifle with the stock collapsed.

32

wanderer messenger bag

BAGS
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This bag will also allow you to access your carry concealed pistol 
from a zippered pocket on the very back. The pocket is pleated to the  
inside of the bag so that you will not be “printing.”

Black Field Tan Charcoal Olive

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 935 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 37 oz.

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 11 in. 

WIDTH:  17 in.

DEPTH: 5 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 7 in. 

WIDTH:  15.5 in.

DEPTH: 2 in.



BAR-5200

Behold, this is Grey Ghost’s evolution of the military issue large ALICE Pack. Our BAR-5200 Pack brings many modern 
improvements to the decades old ALICE Pack... along with the GGG flair you’ve come to expect. Constructed from 500 
denier Cordura Nylon with reinforcing on the high stress areas of the pack, the pack consists of eight exterior pouches 
plus a claymore pocket on the top of the flap with an additional zippered mesh pocket underneath. Speaking of zippers, 
all of the exterior pouches have weather resistance built in, with drainage grommets in the bottom just incase you left 
a zipper open in a hurricane. The main compartment can be accessed either by unbuckling and lifting the top flap, or 
by opening the backdoor that’s zippered in the back just above the carry handle. Hook and loop panels are available for 
personal identification, but that’s not all. Extremely generous foam padding in the shoulder straps and waist belt ensure 
you can strap her down tight and still hoof a heavy load in comfort thanks to the included frame, straps and belt. With a 
total volume of around 5200 cubic inches, you’ll appreciate the added comfort when it’s loaded to capacity. 
THAT’S RIGHT, IT COMES WITH ALL THE FIXIN’S! That way you can get right to the suck without any assembly required!

33

Coyote Brown 14 MultiCam® 5

BACKPACKS
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DIMENSIONS

VOLUME:  5249 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 124.8 oz

MAIN POCKET

26 in. x 17 in. x 17 in.

TOP POCKET

13 in. x 11 in. x 3 in.

UPPER CENTER POCKET

7.5 in. x 7 in. x 3.5 in.

LOWER CENTER POCKET

7.5 in. x 10 in. x 3.5 in.

MIDDLE POCKETS

5.25 in. x 9 in. x 3.5 in.

EXTERIOR SIDE POCKETS

5.25 in. x 7 in. x 3.5 in. 
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Our Gypsy bag is a 180 degree departure from what you have come to expect from Grey Ghost Gear. This bag is for the 
traveler and daily commuter who needs a sturdy bag with proper hoplogical features that does not advertise you’re an 
armed civilian. Nobody wants a bag that yells, “Yo, we got us a badass here!” The flap top design is more in keeping with the 
bicycle commuter crowd than the Low Pro traveler, but of course looks can be deceiving. We have used waxed canvas for 
the majority of the bag and mixed stretch mesh on interior pockets and Hypalon accents on the yoke and front.  
Below the flap is a pocket that has a top cover secured with hook and loop material and two water resistant zippers that 
allows the pocket to be opened like a gate. On the front are two zippered mesh pockets properly sized to carry various 
small items sized between a bottle of pain reliever, a phone charger or brass knuckles. You can access this area (or let 
her out) by a zipper vertically along each side of the back panel to allow access with the flap closed. There is a large loop 
panel sewn to the inside of the back panel to affix holsters and various hook backed pouches. Pack straps are in a yoke 
configuration and are adjustable for a wide range of body types.

BACKPACKS

Gypsy

The main compartment is BIG: 17 in. tall, 4 in. deep and 15 in. wide. 
That’s 1020 cubic inches, which is damn near enough  

to carry a midget stripper. 

Make no mistake, this is not a bag for shady vagabonds.
But if you want that “greyman” look,  

this is a step in the right direction 

Black Field Tan Charcoal Olive

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1020 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 44 oz.

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 17 in. 

WIDTH:  15 in.

DEPTH: 4 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 8 in. 

WIDTH:  12 in.

DEPTH: 2 in.



Can it really be vintage if it never goes out of style?
Waxed canvas has that tangible, well traveled feel that just gets better with age.

The Throwback. We took a very popular size pack and based the Throwback 
off of them. At about 850 Cubic inches, it is the perfect size for a daily 
carry. We used a waxed canvas material for the body of the bag. 

This material is very robust and has inherent water resistant features. It 
will “weather” and age gracefully while building its own character during 
use. We purposely stayed away from most of the cues that this bag is MIL 
or LE focused. This bag is LOW profile. 
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THROWBACK

BACKPACKS

Black/Olive Black/Grey Olive/Field Tan

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 850 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 30 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 15 in. 

WIDTH:  9 in.

DEPTH: 6 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 12 in. 

WIDTH:  7 in.

DEPTH: 2.5 in.



  The Apparition Short Barreled Rifle Bag (SBR) does not SCREAM: 
“OMG there is a dude with a rifle in a backpack trying not to 

  look like a dude with a rifle in his backpack!!!”

BACKPACKS
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The Apparition was specifically designed to conceal a rifle within a cleverly disguised outdoor bag. The exterior is clean and 
has a two tone fabric accent that resembled an average hiking or camping backpack. On the sides of the bag are 2 water 
bottle sized pockets and above them near the top are cinch straps that allow you to secure a photo tripod, walking sticks 
or like items. Beside each pocket is a zipper that opens to a small compartment to store smaller items like a cell phone.

On the side that’s away from your back, there are two pockets with bungee keepers sized for 5.56mm rifle Mags. Above it 
is an additional zippered pocket to house NVGs and like sized items. On the back panel of the main compartment there are 
three hook backed adjustable keepers that allow you to lash the short  barreled rifle down in the bag or secure your 16 
inch gun broken down into two pieces. The next pocket is generous enough to allow an additional upper for the gun if you 
need to switch it up. 

APPARITION SBR BAG
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Grey/Black 18-2 Grey/Orange 18-2 Grey/Lime Navy/Lime

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1200 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 64 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 27”
(Without extended bottom)

HEIGHT: 33”
(With extended bottom)

WIDTH:  12 in.

DEPTH: 4 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 14 in. 

WIDTH:  5 in.

DEPTH: 2 in.

Black/Black Diamond
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Mama always taught us to pack the essentials: 
Lunch, Clean Socks, and a Bad Guy Ventilator

This pack is also tough, versatile and definitely has a few surprises built in. On the front of the pack there is a 
zippered compartment that is lined with a soft cloth to keep your eyewear, jewelry or any other scratch prone 
item. The front pocket has administrative storage for pens, flashlights, and notebooks. It has a key hook and 
features a loop panel to attach pouches that have hook on them to add to the storage. There are also elastic 
loops that will carry Pistol or SMG mags securely for those to and from the range. The middle compartment 
folds open in a clamshell fashion. The back of the compartment is covered in loop to attach various hook 
backed pouches and organizers. The back compartment is where the surprises are. In this compartment you 
can store up to a 17 inch laptop in its own padded sleeve, in addition to a field of loop opposite the computer 
sleeve that you can apply a hook backed holster and magazine pouches. On each side of this compartment 
are pass through doors that allow you to access and draw your handgun from this bag while having it on your 
back. You can even close off the side that you do not draw from for added security of the compartment. 

GRIFF PACK

BACKPACKS

Black 2 Grey

Griff Pack, named for a 
Friend of GGG that was 
killed in Tal Afar Iraq in 

2005. Griff was a tough, 
versatile, and professional  
Non Commissioned Officer  
that always had a surprise  

up his sleeve. 

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1296 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 38 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 18 in. 

WIDTH:  12 in.

DEPTH: 6 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 12 in. 

WIDTH:  9 in.

DEPTH: 2.5 in.
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Manufactured in a limited, proprietary diamond pattern, ripstop, nylon this pack will provide a light, low vis alternative 
when operating where military fabrics would not be preferred. Features a large main compartment as well as a side 
entry front pocket, modular webbing for attaching additional items to the exterior of the pack. 

This pack can easily be stowed in a larger pack to be used when needed. This pack is approx. 30% lighter than the 
other Lightweight Assault Packs. This pack is the same as our Lightweight Assault Pack but was designed without the 
attachment system to attach to larger packs or plate carriers.

LIGHTWEIGHT ASSAULT PACK MOD1

BACKPACKS Whether you’re planning a picnic or a recon mission
Bring a plan of attack or an afternoon snack
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DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1,170 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 19 oz

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 17 in. 

WIDTH:  9.5 in.

DEPTH: 5.5 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 14 in. 

WIDTH:  8 in.

DEPTH: 2.5 in.

Black 2 Grey MultiCam® 5Coyote Brown 14



Adapt to survive whatever life throws your way
Return fire if you can

The Scarab is what we consider the ultimate day pack. With enough storage and organization for a 24 hour mission, 
there’s a pocket for just about everything you’d need to complete your objective... without looking like a mall ninja 
heading to a swap meet. The two front pockets are designed to look like a single pocket with dual zippers, however they 
are two separate overlapping compartments. The right pocket is lined with loop material for attaching a concealed 
holster, as well as an organizational panel for your pens, blades, bikini barista loyalty card, and more. The left 
compartment has a large inner pouch as well as a clip that holds onto your keys. The illusion that they are one single 
pocket with dual access might just come in handy during those pesky manual inspections.

The large main compartment has a mesh-padded sleeve with an adjustable strap to secure your 15” laptop or tablet. 
The front has a large mesh pocket that is semi-translucent and stretchy, making it easier to dig in and retrieve your 
items. Below that, two pouches with synch straps give the ability to carry AR-15 sized magazines. In case of rain, there 
is a deployable rain cover hidden in a zippered pocket on the bottom of the bag.
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SCARAB DAY PACK

BACKPACKS

Black Diamond/Black Heather Black Diamond/Grey Heather

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 1037 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 30 oz.

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 17.75 in. 

WIDTH:  11 in.

DEPTH: 7 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 13 in. 

WIDTH:  6 in.

DEPTH: 3 in.

Black/Black DiamondMultiCam® 5Coyote Brown



Three things you’ll want to bring on a hike:
Water in case you get thirsty, snacks in case you get hungry,  

and a gun in case something bigger gets hungry.

If you plan on going for a run that doesn’t require a fully loaded ruck, then smaller is most certainly better. However 
most hydration bags are only designed to hold your bladder, maybe some trail mix and that’s it. If you’ve ever had to 
stuff your keys or wallet in your socks, this one goes out to you!

The T.Q. Hydration Pack is our solution for EDC and exercise. First and foremost, the main compartment has a sleeve 
for a hydration bladder up to 3 liters.* After all, the T.Q. stands for THIRST QUENCHER! Run the drinking tube up 
through the top and down either shoulder strap, where you’ll find an elastic strap for securing the tube for easy use 
on the move. Even with a full liquid payload, the main compartment still has room for a rolled up light jacket or your 
semi automatic dirtbag repellent, as well as your keys or an energy bar within the zippered pouch. Each zipper has a 
generous plastic finger loop for quick access. Like our other bags, there is a hidden pocket on the bottom that stows 
a rain cover for those days when the forecast was WAY off. The back panel has concealed padding that is completely 
covered in breathable mesh, allowing air to circulate down your spine. *Does not include bladder.
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T.O, . HYDRation PACK

BACKPACKS

Black Diamond/Black HeatherBlack Diamond/Grey Heather

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 594 cubic in.

WEIGHT: 27 oz.

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 17.75 in. 

WIDTH:  8.5 in.

DEPTH: 5.5 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 7 in. 

WIDTH:  3.5 in.

Black/Black DiamondCoyote Brown 14 Black Diamond/Orange Heather



Yo dog, we heard you like bags...
So we put a bag that turns into a bag so you can bag while you bag!

This is a bag that carries its own bag in which it can hide itself. Very sneaky. It’s perfect for times where you didn’t 
start out the mission needing a pack and the situation changed. It also shines in a situation where you have it thrown 
into your luggage and a trip to the bazaar or market brings the need for a pack. We see this bag being a necessity 
for those on two wheels to have stashed until you buy that must have Affliction shirt, or after the obligatory stop at 
Hustler Hollywood. It is very versatile and we can see this being a SSE collection bag or evidence collection container. 

The bag is constructed from 70D nylon and is abrasion and weather resistant. Across the front of this pack is a bungee 
crosshatch that can be used to carry your windbreaker or poncho. A YKK zipper opens the bag and the main compartment 
can carry your day hike essentials or evidence you collected from the  #2 on the Black list. There is also a zippered pouch 
against the back panel to carry a passport, cell phone or your secret stash of gold foreign coins used to buy your freedom. 
Simple but comfortable straps will allow the bag to be carried by a lumberjack or petite framed bad asses.
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HIDEOUT BAG

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 15 in. 

WIDTH:  9.5 in.

DEPTH: 5 in.

VOLUME: 12 cubic in.

COLLAPSED: 6 in. x 6 in. x 3 in.

WEIGHT: 9 oz

Yo dog, we heard you like bags...
So we put a bag that turns into a bag... so you can bag up your bag

whenever you don’t need a bag!

The bottom of the bag hides a 
zippered compartment where the 
Hideout carries its own hideout. 
Simply pull that bag from the 
pocket and stuff the hideout 
inside. Bam, transformed into 
a small bundle that is stuffed in 
convenient hideaway places.

BACKPACKS

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14



We all know how to EDC a blaster, but what about armor?
We designed the Turnout to perfectly fit a loaded plate carrier inside, even with a beaver tail 

for your ballistic helmet. Friends don’t let friends forget their armor!

The Hideout was an instant hit with the “just enough pack” crowd, however there was an immediate need for a larger 
member of the family. The Turnout pack is the answer to request. This pack shares some similar characteristics as the 
Hideout, it’s made from a lightweight yet durable 70D cloth that is FR treated. This bag stows in its own pouch and has 
a belt attachment on it that allows the carrier to have a backpack on their kit and deploy the bag when the need arises, 
SURPRISE bitches!!!

It is perfect for tactical deployment in a SSE scenario where site exploitation is the mission, or attached to the grab  
handle on a motorcycle seat to be used when needing to go on foot. This bag was specifically sized to hold our minimalist 
plate carrier with armor. There is a nifty accessory that goes with this pack, a beaver tail attachment that is removable 
and stows in its own pocket. This beaver tail was designed to hold a MICH style ballistic helmet but will also carry a full 
face Motorcycle helmet. We also snuck in a zippered pocket on the front that would hold loose items and the like.
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TURNOUT

BACKPACKS

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME: 768 cubic in. 

WEIGHT: 12 oz

COLLAPSED: 7 in. x 6 in. x 3.5 in.

MAIN POCKET

HEIGHT: 16 in. 

WIDTH:  12 in.

DEPTH: 4 in.

FRONT POCKET

HEIGHT: 15 in. 

WIDTH:  12 in.

DEPTH: 2.5 in.
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BELTS

The “UGF” Belt is a light weight two piece platform.  
Specifically designed with the shooter in mind. Gone are the  
days of cumbersome oversized “Battle Belts” and wearing 
multiple belts to the range. This “inner/outer” belt  
system features a padded comfortable 1.5 inch 
 inner belt and a 2 inch outer belt with  
multiple attachment points making it  
fully customizable. The sturdy hook and  
loop strips keep your tools of the trade  
secure and right where they need to be.

These suspenders hold your pants up. These are destined for use with our very popular 
UGF belt. The Y shaped suspenders attach to the inner belt allowing the user to remove  

their outer belt and access items stored onboard. 

The suspenders are made from the best materials that are light weight and still have a long 
life. We have used Hypalon as the main load bearing material. This material is not only light, 

but also moisture and mold resistant. We made the piece even lighter by cutting holes in it to 
relieve material where we could without sacrificing strength. The Hypalon is back faced with 

tweave to make it comfortable as well as quick drying. At the end of each suspender strap 
is 11 inches of color matched elastic. This allows a greater range of motion when running, 

climbing or wrestling bears. Each strap is accompanied by a metal slip lock, to ensure that 
when you have the perfect adjustment it stays put.

ugf battle belt

ugf 3-POINT SUSPENDERS

BELT SIZING 

X-SMALL: 31 - 33 in. 

SMALL: 34 - 36 in.

MEDIUM: 37 - 39 in.

LARGE : 40 - 42 in.

X LARGE: 43 - 44 in.

2XL:  46 - 48 in.

A belt that would make Batman jealous
The Ultimate Gunfighter Belt is customizable  

for all your tools of the trade.

DIMENSIONS

OUTER BELT: 2 in. width

INNER BELT: 1.5 in. width

SUSPENDER: 2 in. width

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6 MultiCam® 5MultiCam® 5 Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Ranger Green 6



SLINGS

SD SLING
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The sling... a Rifleman’s best friend
No matter the rifle you carry, a sling you can trust is an absolute must.

DIMENSIONS

MAX LENGTH:  68 in.

MIN LENGTH:  36 in. 

SHOULDER WIDTH: 2 in .

SLING WIDTH:  1 in.

WEIGHT:  2.4 oz

SD GT SLING

Whenever a company makes something that is fast, we see ‘GT’ in the name. That lets the consumer know its sporty and fast,  
Originally the abbreviation was for the term Grand Touring, that referred to the item being used for long distances in 

comfort. The SS-GT combines the same toughness as the original SD Sling, but with even more weight savings. Our 
Warfighting Intern sat down at the sewing table and shaved more critical ounces, while saving the rugged performance 

that one expects. These ideas came from a need that was communicated to us from the field, and were vetted and 
validated in a real world deployment. 

Combining the hypalon base material with 
tweave and relieving weight by carefully taking 

 away materials we are able to give you one of the  
lightest yet strongest 2 point rifle slings that you  

can find. Loop materialis sewn in for affixing strobes,  
ID Panels, or Patches. Proudly made in the USA with  

a Limited Lifetime Warranty. QD swivels sold seperately. 

What happens when you have an intern from SOF community that is left alone in the R&D Shop?  
Normally, empty beer cans and pizza boxes, or one of our soda machines converted to fire  
7.62mm. This time though, our Warfighting Intern brought us a sling that is a complete  
departure from what you see in the market. The SDS is a featherweight powerhouse 
that combines rock solid performance with the lightest materials that we trust. 
Through a combination of Hypalon and 70D ripstop nylon, as well as a good  
injection of real world experience, we have developed a product that you can 
depend on when it counts the most. This two point sling weighs ounces 
and features a field of loop material to affix patches and ID panels. 
QD swivels sold seperately. Proudly made in the USA with a  
Limited Lifetime Warranty.  

DIMENSIONS

MAX LENGTH:  60 in.

MIN LENGTH:  44 in. 

SHOULDER WIDTH: 2 in.

SLING WIDTH:  1 in.

WEIGHT:  3 oz

Black 2 Coyote Brown 14 Black 2 Coyote Brown 14


